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Each accessory locks in automatically 

when it is atttached to the adapter, without the need for straps 

or buckles. It is released only when the red button is pressed. 

Accessories are attached and released within seconds.  

You will always have the right 

equipment secured on your bike, carrying only those accessories 

you actually need for a given trip. Naturally, you can also transfer 

bags from one bike to another within seconds or use the same 

adapter for various different accessories. 

You can choose from a wide range of 

accessories and adapters. Klickfix Products are available for many 

locations on the bike: for handlebar, saddle, frame, carrier, seat 

post, stem and head tube. 

f a s t  &  s e c u re

f i t s  e v e r y w h e re

creates  f lex ib i l i ty
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small bag – big difference

A small bag that makes a big difference. An accessories bag 

built with with built-in ‚Universal Clip‘ a practical addition to 

wide and close-mesh handlebar baskets. Straight forward and 

practical, but surprisingly new. 

No more loose items bouncing in the basket. Simply clip BaBs 

onto the basket rim. All important items kept right at hand.  

Orderly interior with keyring. A security strap helps prevent 

theft and can easily be changed to the alternative function as 

shoulder bag.

             On baskets or as shoulder bag – 

                  BaB‘s always looks good !

BaB‘s DISPLAY

Counter display with 12 BaBs 

assorted in terms of colours.

The best way to develop bicycle accessories 
is to sit on a bike yourself...

everything kept right at hand

nothing bouncing in the basket

can be changed into a shoulder bag

orderly interior with keyring

for wide and close mesh baskets

with security strap

Companies that develop and produce their products locally are few 

and far between these days---yet they still exist, even in Germany. 

We control the entire production process of our products straight 

from our home base in Solingen, Germany—this includes everything 

from the fi rst product idea on to the design, CAD, mold production, 

injection molding, assembly and packaging. Even DTP work for 

catalogues and packaging designs are done by own employees.

What truly matters to us is not only smart solutions and 

functional design, but also careful, high-

quality production. The parts we do not 

produce ourselves are made by experienced 

suppliers according to our precise instruc-

tions.

Yet the true value of a product will only pro-

ve itself in real-life applications. We believe that 

the best way to develop good bicycle accessories 

is to sit on a bike yourself. This is why we are more 

than just designers, engineers, and producers — we 

are ourselves passionate bikers with many kilometres and 

many years of experience behind us.

During their many trips on the road, both founders of 

R&K became closely aware of the need for better 

bike product solutions. It is out of this experience 

that KLICKfi x was born—the most fl exible and 

well-known quick-release system for bicycle ac-

cessories. The patented deciding difference that 

makes KLICKfi x unique: Bags, baskets or locks are 

securely fasted on the bike with a single “click” 

and released again through the simple press of a 

button.

Today R&K is a specialist for quick-release solutions 

on bicycles and offers the widest range of adapter 

systems on the bicycle market combined with its own 

large product range of accessories like bags, boxes, 

baskets and locks. Many famous brands for bike bags 

are supplied by R&K with quick release hardware.

BAB‘S 

navy 

BAB‘S 

olive 

BAB‘S 

grey 

BAB‘S 

black 

BAB‘S 

rusty 

BAB‘S 

beige 
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UNILUX BASKET 

Meshed basket with elegant handle. The 

height-position of this basket is continuous-

ly adjustable. A cylinder-shaped light holder 

allows you to mount common battery lights on 

the front side. The light clip clicks onto the front 

side of the basket rim. Thus even when the bas-

ket is full, the light will not be obstructed.

35x26 x25cm

16L, 1350g

OVAL BASKET 

Meshed basket with comfortable handle, oval 

shape and reduced height. The adapter plate 

can be adjusted to allow for 3 different basket 

heights. 

40 x19x29cm 

16L, 1000g

OVAL PLUS EF

Large volume, extra-fi nely meshed basket with  

elegant  handle. The adapter plate can be adjus-

ted to allow for 3 different basket heights. 

36 x 27x25cm

18L, 1250 g

OVAL PLUS 

Meshed, oval-shaped basket with especially 

large volume. Comfortable integrated handle 

with a catch at 90°. The adapter plate can be 

adjusted to allow for 3 different basket heights. 

36 x 27x25cm

18 L, 1250g

The handlebar adapter quickly transforms your touring bike 

into a city bike with shopping basket. Even with heavy loads 

(max. 7kg), the patented security cable ensures that the adap-

ter is fi xed securely on the handlebar and does not twist down-

ward. Please observe the decreased maximum load (max. 5kg) 

that applies to Extender and the adapter for stem/head tube. 

If you wish to leave your basket safely on 

your bike, choose the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter with lock !   

Very practical in combination with our handlebar baskets are 

our little Basket Bags ‚BaB‘s‘ 

(watch previous page).

KLICKfi x TIP !

baskets for carrier adaptersystem

LAMELLO MINI

Smaller and therefore extremely stable, wea-

ther-resistant basket made of polypropylene 

material. Comfortable handle and continuously  

adjustable adapter plate. Also perfect for kids‘ 

bikes. 

32x24x22cm 

12L, 850g

STANDARD BASKET

Oval wire basket with handle and integrated 

coupling for KLICKfi x handlebar adapter. With 

handle and coated surface. Thanks to a higher 

basket position, this basket leaves enough space 

for your light. 

41x19 x 30cm

16 L, 900g

MINI BASKET 

The smallest version of the meshed handlebar 

basket, with coated surface. With handle and 

special adapter plate for adjustable height. Es-

pecially well suited for kids‘ bikes. Also fi ts onto 

Extender for seat posts. 

29x19 x 20cm

10L, 900g

UNI BASKET  

Most popular meshed basket with classic high 

shape. With coated surface and comfortable 

handle.  Available in white, silver, black and an-

thracite. The adapter plate can be adjusted to 

allow for three different basket heights. 

35x26x25cm

16L, 1000g

LAMELLO 

Weather resistant basket made out of polypro-

pylene material. With comfortable handle and 

continuously adjustable adapter plate. These 

baskets are especially popular along coastal 

areas because they‘ll never rust, even in salty air. 

39 x28x28cm,

18L, 950g
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MATCHPACK FASHION

A reworking of the classic duffel bag – diverse and functional for recreati-A reworking of the classic duffel bag – diverse and functional for recreati-

on, shopping, or trips to the beach. An integrated steel frame supports up on, shopping, or trips to the beach. An integrated steel frame supports up 

to 7 Kg. High use value through the variability of its volume and thought-to 7 Kg. High use value through the variability of its volume and thought-

fully designed details: detachable mobile holder, large front pocket and fully designed details: detachable mobile holder, large front pocket and 

zip compartments. You can use the matchpack on handlebar or seatpost. zip compartments. You can use the matchpack on handlebar or seatpost. 

The shoulder strap can be connected to 3 differently positioned eyelets.The shoulder strap can be connected to 3 differently positioned eyelets.

31x 46x28cm,31x 46x28cm,

1000g, 25L

Fashion series:   Matchpack, Allegra & Shopper

In our Fashion series some cute and functional details are ad-

ded to the basic model. The different colours and orange pi-

pings add a sportive fresh look to all models.

All bags on this page fi t perfectly to the KLICKfi x 

handlebaradapter system. 

If you don‘t like to use the bag on the handlebar, you 

can use it alternatively on the seatpost in combination 

with the Extender or Caddy. (e.g. ideal for 

foldable bikes or bicycles without carrier. 

MATCHPACK  

For sport and leisure. With drawstring, adjustable shoulder strap and light 

holder. Two separate zipper compartments keep your things organized. holder. Two separate zipper compartments keep your things organized. 

With detachable chromium frame for KLICKfi x Extender or handlebar With detachable chromium frame for KLICKfi x Extender or handlebar 

adapter. Shoulder strap can be attached at adapter. Shoulder strap can be attached at adapter. Shoulder strap can be attached at 

various spots.

31 x 46 x 24cm

24L, 900g

SHOPPER FASHION

A fresh look, extensive useful features and several thoughtful details. The stable cover with middle 

zipper keeps contents safe and is completely detachable via snap fastener. The large front compart-

ment and inner compartment with 2 pouches and secret pocket keep everything well organized. 

During rainfall, you can pull the black rain cover over the regular cover for additional protection.

36x25x 27cm

21L, 1300g

ALLEGRA FASHION 

Fresh design with premium features. The ad-

apter plate hides beneath a padded textile co-

ver, transforming the functional handlebar bag 

into a chic handbag with carrying strap. The 

pouches, front compartment with zipper and 

side cell phone compartment provide perfect 

storage space.

25 x 23 x10cm

4L, 650 g

ALLEGRA

Lots of elegant space. Ladies‘ shoulder bag 

that easily „clicks“ onto the KLICKfi x handlebar 

adapter. Large main compartment and front 

compartment with fl at pouch inside and zipper. 

Net compartments on both sides. Adjustable 

shoulder strap. With its 

slim shape, Allegra turns 

into a fashionable shoulder bag when 

you’re exploring the city 

without your bike.

33 x 22x 14 cm

5L, 600g
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DOGGY  

A safe and comfortable transportation device for four-legged friends 

max. 7kg (max. 5kg if bag is fi xed on Extender or on handlebaradapter 

for stem). The special raincover leaves plenty of air and light access. All 

sides may also be closed completely and the cover stored in a side pocket. 

Equipped inside with cushion, adjustable leash and a buckle at the 

bottom of the bag. Large front compartment, net-compartments 

at both sides, carrying handle and refl ector. The cover is completely 

detachable for easy opening and cleaning. All materials are washable. 

38 x25/40x 29cm,

24 L, 1350g

SHOPPER COMFORT 

Lots of space with special features for maximum comfort. Extra inner and 

outer zip compartments keep keys and purse safe yet within easy reach. 

With front refl ector, soft grip carrying handles, chromium-plated steal 

bracket and detachable rain cover. 

38 x 25 x 29cm

24 L, 1000g

SHOPPER COMFORT MINI 

Smaller size for small purchases or the next short trip. Includes inner 

and outer zip compartments for keys and wallet, as well as front refl ec-

tor, soft grip handles, and detachable raincover. Perfect also for many 

children‘s bikes.

32x23 x 24cm 

13L, 800g

SHOPPER PLUS 

The traditional Shopper, additionally equipped 

with refl ector and rain cover.

38 x25x 29cm

24 L, 950g

WICKER BASKET

This natural wicker basket is not heavier than 

wire baskets of comparable size. Its integrated 

chrome bracket is directly „clicked“ onto the 

KLICKfi x handlebar adapter system (the photo 

shows the combination with the handlebarad-

apter for stem). 

40 x 31x 30cm, 

18L, 1250g

SHOPPER

A fun alternative to the ordinary handlebar bas-

ket. The spacious bag can be folded after use. 

Made of robust material, with reinforced bot-

tom and wide carrying straps. 

38 x25x29cm 

24L, 950g

Shopper and Doggy for the handlebar adaptersystem

From baskets to Shoppers to Doggy Bags – diverse accesso-

ries are easily fi xed within seconds on your bike. Shopping 

becomes fun and easy– simply „klick“ a Shopper on your 

bike and go! All accessories can be comfortably removed by 

a press of the red button.The patented security cable ensu-

res that the adapter remains securely fi xed and does not lean 

downwards, for a maximum load of 7kg. The KLICKfi x handle-

bar adapter is also available with lock. 

The adapter fi ts for handlebars Ø 22-26mm).

For oversized handlebars Ø 31,8 mm, specifi c clamps are avai-

lable as accessories. The 5mm and 43mm distance sets create 

more space for cables and curved handlebars.  

KLICKfi x TIP !
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REISENTHEL BIKEBASKET 

All models with pouch on front side, inner compartment with zipper, 

cell phone compartment, drawstring opering and detachable multi-

purpose pouch. Available in various designs; made of tough polyester.

barock navy

35 x 28 x 26cm

15L, 800g, 

max. 5 Kg

BIKEBASKET 

raster dots mocca

BIKEBASKET 

barock sand

BIKEBASKET 

mocha 

BIKEBASKET 

fl eur black

BIKEBASKET 

fl ora

BIKEBASKET 

folklore black

BIKEBASKET 

black

BIKEBASKET 

cactus

BIKEBASKET 

silver

BIKEBASKET 

grafi c

BIKEBASKET 

raster dots blue

BIKEBASKET 

red

Bikebaskets for handlebar adapter system

A cooperative project of two famous brands. The stylish 

Reisenthel textile basket has a unique aluminium frame with 

KLICKfi x coupling. Even taken on foot, the new Bikebasket is 

a fi ne shopping companion – even more attractive than many 

handbags. 

 

The adapter is not included with the bike-

basket. Choose the type of handlebar adapter that is best sui-

ted to your bike,  e.g. the handlebar adapter for stem, Caddy, 

handlebar adapter for head tube or Extender. The handlebar-

adapter is now additionaly available as oversize version for 

handlebars Ø 31,8mm.

KLICKfi x TIP !

inkl. coupling for handlebar adapter
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SUNNY 

Lightweight, full-size map holder for every com-

mon map format. Its horizontal position minimi-

zes the impact of wind. The removable, transpa-

rent hood protects the map from dirt and rain. 

Sunny automatically locks into the handlebar 

adapter.

27x 27cm

200g

ALLROUNDER 

The complete, universal handlebar bag has 

a solid inner frame and is made of double-

layered material with foam inside. It can be used 

for many purposes, even as a camera bag. Large 

front pocket and various inner compartments 

with practical partitions. 

26 x 22 x16cm 

8L, 950g

ALUMINUM BRACKET

KLICKfi x convenience for every handlebar 

bag with side sleeves. Made of 8mm 

carrier aluminium, very sturdy and 

lightweight. With black anodized surface.

25,5 x 5 x17cm

80g

DAYPACK

Time-proven, light touring handlebar bag, with 

KLICKfi x aluminium frame in the side sleeves. 

Large front pocket, compartment for docu-

ments, detachable rain hood and shoulder 

strap. The removable, transparent map holder 

is attached with snap fasteners. Extra compart-

ment for raincover at the back. Bag can be fol-

ded after use.

26 x 22x16cm

8L, 650g

DAYPACK BOX

Touring handlebar bag, complete with many 

practical features. Solid inner frame made of 

fi bre glass reinforced polyamide. Large front 

pocket, compartment for documents, adapter 

plate on back side, detachable rain hood and 

shoulder strap. The transparent map holder 

is also completely detachable able via snap 

fasteners.

26 x 22x16cm

8 L, 800g

ALLROUNDER MINI 

Compact, well-organized bag. With handle, 

detachable shoulder strap, main and front com-

partment with 2-way zipper, net- and mobile 

compartment at the sides. Thanks to its slim 

shape, this bag can also be used on strongly 

curved handlebars. It can also be used with 

Extender on seat posts.

15 x18 x12cm

3,5 L, 450g

ALLROUNDER XS

Smallest Allrounder model, stylish and superbly 

well-equipped. Main compartment with buck-

les, front compartment with zipper, both with 

various inner pockets. Ideal for photographic or 

video cameras. Comfortable, 

detachable shoulder strap 

with padding at the 

shoulder. Thanks to its 

slim shape, this bag can 

also be used on curved 

handlebars.

13x18 x12cm

1,5L, 350g

ALLROUNDER TOURING 

The biggest handlebar bag model in our product range with solid inner frame. The only handlebar 

bag onto which a lightholder can be attached at the bottom. With several inner and outer com-

partments, shoulder-strap, raincover and refl ector, this model is extremely well equipped. Separate 

section for maps and cover inside the bag. The cover can be folded into 2 different formats and can 

be fi xed onto the ergonomically shaped oblique top in various positions. The included lightholder is 

easily supplied with 1-2 battery lights and fi xed within seconds on the adapter plate at the bottom 

of the bag.

26 x 24 x16 cm

9L, 1100g

bags & mapholder for handlebar adaptersystem  

ULTIMA 

Waterproof handlebar bag with fold-out com-

partment for navigation devices. The front  The front 

pocket with net material for air access keeps pocket with net material for air access keeps 

smaller things within easy reach. The trans-smaller things within easy reach. The trans-

parent map holder with Velcro strips is easily parent map holder with Velcro strips is easily 

attached to the lid. An inner compartment attached to the lid. An inner compartment 

with lining contains pouches and a lar-

ge net compartment inside the lid. With 

detachable carrying strap, adapter plate detachable carrying strap, adapter plate 

and KLICKfix handlebar adapter. 

26 x 24 x 17 cm

1100g, 8L

Advantages of the KLICKfi x Handlebar Adapter:

•  Extremely robust body thanks to glass-fi bre reinforced plastics.

•   Ingenious security cable prevents the adapter from leaning 

downward on the handlebar. Maximum load up to 7 Kg. 

•  Adjustable to suit every stem shape and desired inclination. 

•  Opens up the widest range of accessories on the bicycle 

market. 

• Fully compatible with old and new accessories. 

•  Also available with lock. 

For oversized handlebars Ø 31,8 mm, special            

clamps are available as accessories.  

KLICKfi x TIP !

Accessory includes handlebar adapter
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bags and backpacks for the handlebar adaptersystem

BAGGY  

An economical, compact handlebar bag for me-

dium space requirements. Made of high-quality 

polyester, with reinforced shape. Main compart-

ment can be widely opened. Extra compartment 

inside. Practical fabric carrying-loop covers the 

two-way zipper.

22 x 19 x12cm

5 L, 350 g

SMILE

Slim handlebar bag with foam-supported shape. 

With raincover, shoulder strap and handle. Main 

compartment can be widely opened. Flat inner 

and large front compartment. Thanks to its slim 

shape, Smile can be used even on strongly cur-

ved handlebars.

20x12x 21cm

3,5L, 500 g

BAGGY MINI

Our smallest and lightest  handlebar bag with 

2-way zipper. Thanks to its slim shape, this bag 

can also be used on strongly curved handlebars.

           20x15 x 9cm

             2,5L, 300 g 

BAGGY PLUS 

Biggest Baggy with larger capacity, carrying loop 

and additional net pockets at the sides. Made of 

high-quality soft polyester. Extra inner compart-

ment with zipper for valuables.

27x 22 x14cm 

8L, 400g

LIGHT BAG

A smart and sportive variant of our successful A smart and sportive variant of our successful 

Shopper models. Extremely light, unique and Shopper models. Extremely light, unique and 

useful for multiple purposes. Main compartment useful for multiple purposes. Main compartment 

with roll closure. Inner net compartment and with roll closure. Inner net compartment and 

soft interlining. Front compartment and side soft interlining. Front compartment and side 

compartment for cell phone. Includes handle, 

carrying strap, and detachable rain cover. With 

aluminum bracket (2 Kg max.).

25 x 20 x16 cm

6L, 400g

FREEPACK CITY

The every-day companion for shopping, school, etc. that clicks onto Exten-

der. Outer and inner compartments with zipper, net side compartments, 

seperate inner compartment for valuables, light holder, and adjustable 

shoulder straps with integrated cell phone bag. No more sweaty back 

while biking! The adapter plate allows a slanting backpack position that 

gives the biker more space on the saddle. It does not cause discomfort 

when the bag is on your 

back. 

26x38 x15cm

18 L, 1100 g

FREEPACK META 

A real all-rounder of excellent quality with many practical features: Adjus-

table helmet holder, hidden in an extra compartment, yellow raincover, net 

compartments on both sides, several inner compartments, detachable key 

ring and light holder. A removable, chromium-plated frame transfers the 

backpack‘s weight onto the KLICKfi x adapter (max. 5kg).

Meta I: 27x 40x22cm, 21L, 1300 g

Meta II: 30 x 45 x 22cm, 26 L, 1450g

FREEPACK SPORT

Say goodbye to riding with a sweaty back. This sportive click-on back-

pack is ideal for mountain bikes and all bikes without carrier in combi-

nation with Extender. The adapter plate allows for a slanting backpack 

position that gives the biker more space 

on the saddle. It does not cause discom-

fort when the bag is on your back. With 

several zipper- and net-compartments,

backlight holder, raincover and extra 

compartment for helmet. 

30 x40x 20cm

24 L, 1200g

With Extender, accessories can be moved from the front of the 

bike to the seat post in the back. Your vision remains unobst-

ructed, the steering is not infl uenced, and more space remains 

on the handlebar for your speedometer, bell or light. Especial-

ly for backpacks and Matchpacks, we  recommend using the 

handlebar adapter in combination with Extender on the seat     

post (max. 5kg). 

 Depending on 

the amount of space on your 

bike,  the backpacks can also be 

used in combination with other variants of the handlebar 

adapter, such as Caddy (more info on next page).

KLICKfi x TIP !

Accessory with handlebaradapter included.
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OVERSIZE HANDLEBARADAPTER 

Additionally to the Standard model the 

handlebar adapter is now available for 

oversize handlebars Ø 31,8 mm. 

FRAME BRACKET

Made to be combined with the KLICKfi x handle-

bar adapter. Only for bikes with special head tube 

threads. Many Dahon bikes come prepared for this 

adapter.

Maximum load: 5kg

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR STEM 

Allows the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter to be moun-

ted on the stem (Ø 22,2-25,4mm). This mounting 

position allows the adapter to remain independent 

of the inclination of adjustable stems. It also leaves 

more space on the handlebar for your bell, speedo-

meter or bike light. The bracket can also be turned 

upside down, permitting a second possible moun-

ting position, lower by 70mm. You can thus select 

the best mounting position to suit the frame size and 

type of your bike. Available with or without lock. 

Maximum load: 5kg. 

special accessoriesalternative mountings

DISTANCE SET 43mm 

Ensures that the adapter fi ts even onto 

curved handlebars and creates extra 

space for brake and derailleur cables. 

Now with integrated adjustable inclina-

tion – especially practical for adjustable 

stems. 

DISTANCE SET 5mm 

Slightly increases the distance to the 

handlebar when more space is needed. 

CLAMPS Ø 31,8mm

For mounting the KLICKfi x handlebar 

adapter onto oversized handlebars. 

Available as accessories. 

left: Uni Basket silver

on handlebar adapter for head tube

right: Freepack Meta Backpack 

on handlebar adapter for head tube

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR HEAD TUBE 

This adapter integrates the same basic elements as 

the adapter for stem. However, it can only be moun-

ted on bikes with integrated threads at the head 

tube. Because the adapter is fi xed directly on the 

frame, the steering remains completely independent 

of accessory weight. Its new shape increases the dis-

tance to the front wheel, so that KLICKfi x bags and 

baskets can be mounted even onto small frames, 

e.g. onto Dahon foldable bikes.

Maximum load: 5kg

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER CADDY

New varaint of the KLICKfix handlebar adap-

ter for mounting on vertical tubes Ø 25-36mm. 

Robust  body  of  g lass  f ib re  re in forced po-

lyamide.  Especia l ly  wel l  su i ted for  fo ldable 

bikes, scooters, golf carts,  wheelchairs,  etc. 

Maximum load 7kg

for KLICKfix handlebar adapter

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER HUMPERT AHS 

Specially designed for mounting onto the multi-

position Humpert handlebar A.H.S. In this way, 

baskets, bags and map holders are comfortably 

fi xed onto this adjustable handlebar with multiple 

possible positions. 

Maximum load 7kg

The  KLICKfi x handlebar sup-

ports the greatest range of 

accessories on the bike mar-

ket.  The standard model is 

available with or without 

lock. 

 

To allow for the use on diffe-

rent types of bikes, we offer 

clamps and distance sets of 

different sizes. Furthermore, 

different types of sockets 

allow you to mount the ad-

apter elsewhere, e.g. on the 

seat post, stem or head tube. 

Accessories for the 

handlebar adapter can 

be used on all variants 

of the adapter that have 

this body. 

EXTENDER 

Extender allows you to use all handlebar accessories 

on the seat post. Holds bags, backpacks 

and baskets. Easy mounting with stainless 

steel strap on any seat post of Ø 25-32mm. An 

oversized clamp for seatposts Ø 32-36mm is availa-

ble as an accessory. 

Maximum load: 5kg
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CONTOUR 

A simple and lightweight model, often used on racing bikes. Aerodynamic 

design. One main compartment with central zipper and refl ector. The bag 

can be unbuttoned and completely detached from the aluminium frame 

for cleaning. 

12 x14x26cm12 x14x26cm

3,5L, 380 g

CONTOUR MUDGUARD

Medium-sized contour model with additional inner compartment for 

change or key. Flip top with covered zipper. Washable vinyl bottom. With 

sturdy, detachable aluminum frame, light holder and refl ector.

16 x17x 27cm

4,5L, 400g

CONTOUR MINI

The compact, expandable bag with robust, detachable glass fi bre rein-

forced bracket allows even hard MTB action. Expandable main compart-

ment. Separate zipper-compartment on top. With carrying handle, light 

holder and refl ector.

10 x15/20 x 22cm

2- 2,5 L, 250 g

CONTOUR SF 

Even when the saddle position is low, suffi cient space remains between 

this bag and the back tire, making this bag ideal for small frames. Main 

compartment with covered middle zipper. Additional zipper com-

partments for small things on both sides. Refl ector and light hol-

der on rear side. Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.

15 x14 x 28cm 

4L, 450g

Contour adapter & bags 

CONTOURA

The compact, expandable bag with robust, detachable, glass fi bre rein-

forced bracket. Especially well-suited for hard MTB action, thanks to its 

compact shape. Spacious main compartment, net-compartments on both 

sides, elastic string on top. With carrying handle, light holder and refl ector. 

Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.

12x15 x 22cm

2L, 230g

CONTOUR MAGNUM

Top model of the Contour range for seatpost mounting. Elongated 

shape provides excellent protection against mud and water. Inner com-

partment, two side compartments, lid with net and extra conmpart-

ment. Back side and bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material. 

With practical two-way zipper, light holder, refl ector and aluminium 

bracket.

17 x 22 x 32cm

6 L, 500g

This compact adapter version fi ts all common seat posts, 

so that you can enjoy all Contour bag advantages even 

on bikes without carrier (up to 2kg). When you ride 

without the bag, only the tiny adapter remains on the bike.  

Comes with two clamps for Ø 25-28 and for Ø 28-32mm.

Contour bags were developed for bikes without carrier. They 

provide plenty of space for your raincoat, tools or food and 

offer good protection against dirt and water.

Oversized clamp Ø 32-36mm 

available as an accessory.

KLICKfi x TIPP !

Contour adapter included.
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CONTOUR MAX SPORT 

Sportive look and plenty of space. Roomy main compartment, side bags 

with additional puches. Small bag at the rear side, refl ector and lighthol-

der. Elastic string for raincoat on the top. Bottom made of easy-to-clean 

vinyl material.

28x22x38cm

10L, 880g

CONTOUR MAX TOURING  

Elegant, comfortable bag for day-trips. Large side bags with zipper and 

additional compartments, on one side with net. Main compartment with 

2-way-zipper, small compartment for valuables on inner side of cover. 

Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material. Rear side with refl ector and 

lightholder.

28 x 25 x35cm

9 L, 780g

Contour Max adapter and bags 

The Contour Max Adapter extends the successful KLICKfi x 

System to include mounting possibilities on seat posts. Can be 

mounted on all seatposts Ø 25-32mm. The twin aluminum fra-

me provides strong support for the bag. Contour and Contour 

Max Adapter accessories are not compatible.  

Supported by the twin aluminium fra-

me, Contour Max bags are able to bear a greater amount of 

weight (up to 3 kg) than regular Contour bags. Thanks to 

their slim shape, they also provide more space and especially 

good protection against dirt and splash water. Oversize 

clamp Ø 32-36mm available as an accessory.

KLICKfi x TIPP !

Accessory includes Contour Max adapterAccessory includes Contour Max adapter



Accessory includes Rackpack adapter
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RACKPACK 2 PLUS 

Like Rackpack 2, but with two additional fold-out pockets (one side with 

mesh), lid with 2 net pockets. Handle works also as tension belt for fi -

xation of jacket. With refl ector, lightholder, handle, rain cover. Only for 

carriers with side support (Freerack Plus, Rackpacker).

30 x 23/43 x 35cm

900g, 12-16L 

RACKPACK 1 PLUS

Like Rackpack 1 yet with much more additional space thanks to 2 large 

fold-out sidepockets, on one side with mesh. With refl ector, lightholder, 

handle and raincover.  Pull the strap for easy release! Only for carriers with 

side frame (Freerack Plus, Rackpacker).

28 x 28/48 x 35cm

1000g, 13 -18L

RACKPACK 1  

Bag with foam support on all sides. Main compartment with a double 

zipper and an additional top fl ap under which you can store jackets or 

pullovers. With refl ector, lightholder, handle, raincover, and foldable bottle 

compartment on rear side. 

28 x 22 x 35cm

750g, 10L

RACKPACK 2

Simple, functional bag in the classic R&K design, with bottle compartment 

on the rear side. With refl ector, lightholder, handle and raincover. 

24 x 23 x25cm

750g, 10L

Bags with Rackpack adapter & carriers

All Rackpack models are equipped with the new Rackpack 

adapter at the bottom. Simply slide the bag onto the carri-

er and it will lock in automatically and securely. Just pull the 

strap for easy release! 

All bags with Rackpack adapter can also be 

used on the Tubus carriers Cosmo Locc and Cargo.

RACKPACKER

Aluminium rack for 26“ and 28“ bikes with corresponding integrated fra-

me threads. Secure and easy mounting with 4 srews. Especially designed 

for combination with bags with Rackpack adapter. Surface: black ano-

dised. Includes rear-side plate for refl ector or backlight. Good side sup-

ports for bags with fold-out pockets. Can also be used with all panniers 

with KLICKfi x rail or as platform for the KLICKfi x 

carrier adapter.  

11,8 x 35,5cm, 880g

max. 25 Kg

FREERACK

Self-supporting aluminium rack for seat posts Ø 25-32mm. Secure and 

easy mounting with 4 srews. Especially designed for combination with 

the new KLICKfi x „Rackpacks“ (the dimensions of the rack‘s central bar 

exactly correspond to the bottom coupling of the Rackpacks). Surface: 

black anodised. Includes rear-side plate for refl ector or backlight. Can also 

be used for baskets (watch max. load).

12x13 x 47cm, 580g

max. 10 Kg

FREERACK PLUS 

The same as Freerack, but with additional side supports that make it es-

pecially well suited for bags with extendable side pockets (e.g. Rackpack1 pecially well suited for bags with extendable side pockets (e.g. Rackpack1 

Plus, Rackpack 2 Plus). Can also be used for small side panniers.Plus, Rackpack 2 Plus). Can also be used for small side panniers.

12 x 30 x 47cm, 740g

max. 10 Kg

KLICKfi x TIP !



The large plate creates an even platform and at the same time 

serves as an adapter for baskets, topcases and bags. All ac-

cessories can be locked through a central bar, easy to release 

by pressing the red button. The adapter plate is screwed onto 

the carrier (of up to14.5 mm width) with two strong brackets. 

Boxes, baskets or topcases (with KLICKfi x coupling at the bot-

tom) are „clicked“ into the middle of the adapter. Bags can be 

hung into the side slits. 

The Travelbag is also available as a single 

pannier for use on standard carriers (see accessories with Uni-

versal Rail). However, in that case it cannot be combined with 

baskets, boxes or topcases. 

KLICKfi x TIP!
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CITA PLUS

Fashion model with stripe-design and foam-supported shape. Yellow rain-

cover and additional zipper compartment. Extra compartments for key and 

purse. Comfortable, detachable shoulder belt. Expandable volume with 

drawstring opening. Includes hooks for carrier adapter and additional drawstring opening. Includes hooks for carrier adapter and additional 

hooks with blue catch for standard-carriers Ø 6-12mm included. Available hooks with blue catch for standard-carriers Ø 6-12mm included. Available 

in black or beige. 

30 x 35 x16 cm, 

1250 g, 18 -20L

CITA VARIO  

Smart economy shopping-bag with extra 

compartments for key and purse. Comfortable, detachable shoulder 

belt. Expandable volume with drawstring opening. Includes continuously 

adjustable Vario hooks for standard carriers Ø 6-16mm. This model cannot 

be used on the KLICKfi x  carrier adapter and nor combined with topcases 

or baskets because the bag rises above 

the carrier level.

30 x 35 x16cm

1100g, 18-20 L

CITA GTA

This smart, practical shopping bag has an expandable main compartment 

with drawstring as well as several extra compartments on lid and front side 

for key and purse. Wide, detachable shoulder belt. Reinforced with fl exible 

soft foam. Includes hooks for carrier adapter and additional hooks with 

blue catch for standard carriers Ø 6-12mm.

30 x 35 x 16cm, 

1100g, 18 - 20L

CITYBAG 

Simple, functional bag for shopping or leisure. The sloped top allows easy 

access to the bag even when used in combination with baskets. Double-

faced fabric with foam insert. Two pouches inside. Two-way-zipper, solid 

back and bottom. Includes hooks for carrier adapter and additional hooks 

with blue catch for standard-carriers 6-12mm.

30 x 35 x 14cm

750g, 15L

TRAVEL TOPCASE  

Large, sturdy suitcase – suitable also for better clothing. Full-size outer 

net compartment, handle and detachable shoulder strap. Two zipper com-

partments inside. Separate raincover. With coupling at the bottom for the 

carrier adapter or Atran carrier. Can be combined with the side panniers 

Cita, Travelbags GTA or Citybags.

45 x 15 x 35cm

1600g, 26L

Bags & Boxes for the carrier system

TRAVELSET COMPLETE 

Comfortable travelling pannier set for KLICKfi x carrier adapter. All bags 

can be clicked on within seconds and are centrally secured by the integra-

ted lock, whether they are used as a set or on their own. The set consists 

of 2 Travelbags GTA, Travel Topcase and carrier adapter.

TOURINO

Multi-functional bag for carrier adapter with extendable side compart-

ments and several extra compartments. Main compartment with subdivisi-

ons. Jacket etc. can be securely fi xed on top in net compartments or under 

adjustable handle. With bottle-sized pouch at rear, rain cover, refl ector and 

lightholder. With coupling for KLICKfi x carrier adapter or Atran carrier.

22 x 22x 38cm

800g, 12-16L

TRAVELBAGS GTA

Comfortable, elegant panniers with foam-supported shape. Well-organi-

zed with outer net compartment, large front compartment and several in-

ner compartments. Solid handle, detachable shoulder strap, refl ectors on 

both sides, separate raincover. Two-way zippers 

allow convenient access even when 

bag is used in combination with a 

topcase. Due to the asymmetrical 

rail position, available only in pairs.

                           40 x 35 x14cm

1400g, 2x 18L

extendable side compartments

Simple, functional bag for shopping or leisure. The sloped top allows easy 
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KORBfi x I

Universal, economical screw mounting system for all 

wide meshed wire baskets on standard carriers without 

spring clamp. Available in pairs. For the fi xation of bigger 

accessories with heavier loads, we recommend installing 2 

pairs of KORBfi x. 

KORBfi x II

Mounting parts for tightly meshed baskets or for boxes. Fits 

all carrier types. The accessory is securely fastened and will 

not rattle. Available in pairs. For the fi xation of bigger ac-

cessories with heavier loads we recommend installing 2 pairs 

of KORBfi x.

 

CITYBOX 

High-quality box made for the KLICKfi x carrier system. Shell made of im-

pact resistant ABS with aluminum frame. Integrated lock and detachable 

shoulder strap. The Citybox serves as a large and easily removable con-

tainer for clothes, helmet, jacket, etc. Also well-suited for fi les. When 

mounted onto the KLICKfi x carrier adapter, the box can also be used in 

combination with sidebags (Citybags, Cita 

or Travelbag GTA). 

30 x 21x 40cm

1400g, 22L

BOX  

Basic box model that clicks onto the KLICKfi x carrier-adapter. Lockable and 

rain-protected storage for smaller belongings such as helmets, etc. Textu-

red surface. When mounted on the KLICKfi x carrier adapter, this box can 

be also used in combination with side bags (Citybags, Cita or Travelbag 

GTA). You can also mount this box permanently and securely onto your 

carrier with Korbfi x II, yet without the KLICKfi x quick-release advantages.

 

25 x 18 x 35cm

1000g, 12L

FIXBASKET HOLDER 

For everyone who prefers a permanently mounted basket. 

Thanks to the patented anchoring cable, the adapter holds 

accessories in a fi xed, stable position even with heavy loads 

up to 7kg. Fits all standard handlebars from Ø 22-26mm.  

No additional support to fork or headset is required. 

The matching basket can be mounted on the handlebar 

at different heights, leaving enough space for the light. 

Since the basket is permanently fi xed, it has no handle.  

If you are looking to mount your baskets permanent-

ly on your bike, explore this page for affordable and se-

cure solutions that are quick and easy to install. Whe-

ther it is for handlebars or carriers, boxes, wire baskets 

or meshed baskets, a corresponding mounting piece is 

available – yet without KLICKfi x quick release features.

Alternative R&K solutions for 
mounting baskets permanently

CITYMAX BASKET

Mesh basket with handle and extra large volume. Equipped with coupling 

for the KLICKfi x carrier adapter, the basket simply slides into the adapter 

and locks automatically. Thanks to its slim shape, it can be used in combi-

nation with panniers (Citybags, Cita or Travelbag GTA) and will still allow 

easy access to the bags below. 

23 x 22,5 x 36cm

1300g, 24 L

UNIX III

Our largest wire basket with plenty of volume. Welded KLICKfi x coup-

ling at the bottom for the KLICKfi x carrier adapter or Atran carriers. 

Black coated surface.

55 x 20 x 36cm

1400g, 40L

UNIX I 

Time-proven wire basket, ideal for school, leisure and shopping. With 

handle and welded KLICKfi x coupling at the bottom for carrier adapter 

or Atran carriers.

40 x17 x 30cm, 

900 g, 20 L

bags & baskets for the carriersystem

All wire baskets and meshed baskets shown here lock auto-

matically into the upper part of the  KLICKfi x carrier adapter or 

ATRAN carrier– simply place the accessory on top and slide it 

forward. Different side panniers, baskets, boxes and topcases 

for the carrier system can be used on their own or in combina-

tion with others. 

With our coupling set GTA, you can make 

your own box compatible with the KLICKfi x carrier system. 

Carrier adapter plate 

COUPLING SET GTA (FOR CARRIER ADAPTER)

With the retrofi t coupling set, you can make your own boxes or meshed 

baskets compatible with the KLICKfi x carrier system. It is simply 

mounted with 4 screws at the bottom of the accessory.

75g, max. 8 Kg

KLICKfi x TIP !
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OFFICE

Business case and Notepac with many excellent features. Several internal 

pockets with zipper, padded compartment for laptop and accessories, de-

tachable shoulder strap, yellow rain cover. All compartments have practical 

features for the proper storage of documents, maps and accessories. With 

KLICKfi x Modul-Rail for all standard carriers Ø 8-16mm. Rail is only visible 

when in use on bike. It can be hidden in the back pocket within seconds 

and can even be completely detached. This bag can be used on either the 

right or left side.

40 x 30 x15cm

1800g, 12L

TRAVELBAG

Comfortable, elegant pannier for travel or business, with foam-supported 

shape. Well-organized with outer net compartment, big front compart-

ment and several inner compartments. Handle, detachable shoulder belt, 

refl ectors on both sides, separate raincover. Two-way zippers allow conve-

nient access. With Universal-rail including adjustable hooks for standard 

carriers Ø 8 /10 /12mm, 16mm and Kettler carriers. Sold as a single item, 

since it can be used either on the right or left side thanks to the symmetri-

cal rail position. (If you wish to combine the bag with a topcase, basket or 

box, choose the Travelbags GTA 

for KLICKfi x carrier adapter.)

40 x 35 x14cm

1400g, 18L

Panniers         Office and solid shopping bag for standard carriers

All bags directly lock onto standard carriers. The adjustable, sli-

ding hooks allow you to position each rail precisely and adjust 

it to different diameters. The lower rail prevents the bag from  

swinging sideways. Characteristics of our three rail types:

UNIVERSAL RAIL

Adjustable rail with fl exible handle for all 

carrier sizes. Comes with adjustable standard 

hooks that fi t Ø 8/10/12mm and additional 

16mm hooks for Kettler bikes.  The rail locks 

in automatically when it is set on the carrier. 

MODUL RAIL

Professional aluminium rail with conti-

nuously adjustable locking mechanism for 

Ø 8-16mm. Bags are simply hung into the 

carrier as usual. The spring borne latches au-

tomatically adjust to the carrier‘s diameter 

when closed. The advantage: no distance 

pieces or tools are needed. A shoulderbelt 

can be fi xed in the eyelets at the sides.

COMFORT RAIL

Classic, time-proven rail with solid, remova-

ble handle. Continuously adjustable hooks 

and locking mechanism for standard carriers 

Ø 8-13mm. The solid (removable) handle al-

lows for comfortable, single-handed use. 

With special GTA hooks for the Universal Rail, 

you can use the bags also on the carrier ad-

apterplate.

CARGO

Foldable transportation bag for carriers, thoughtfully and functionally de-

signed. Whether at college,offi ce or shopping, Cargo offers its volume 

only when needed. Cargo is highly durable due to its solid base and an 

internal diagonal aluminium frame. By a smart folding technology the alu-

minium handle slides into the fl at fi xation position The KLICKfi x Modul-rail 

locking device fi ts automatically with all carrier diameters Ø 8 -16mm. The 

slight inclination of the bag increases legroom and comfort. Frontbags, 

inner compartments, mobile bag, raincover and shoulderbelt included.

38 x30 x16cm

1600g, 18L

...locking mechanism continuously adjustable
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ULTIMA PLUS PANNIER

This waterproof travelling bag features an additional, fully removable 

inner compartment within the main compartment. This allows you to 

remove all contents, clean and dry, in a single move. Inner compartment 

can be divided when necessary. Two-way zippers allow for easy access; 

everything can be easily stored and clearly arranged as in a suitcase

34 x 46 x16cm

1380 g, 24 L

ULTIMA PANNIER

Large, waterproof travelling bag with flip-top lid and central belt.  The 

outer net compartment can hold wet clothing and includes an integrated 

zipper compartment with air access. Reflectors on both sides. Carrying 

strap also serves as a tension belt. Robust edge protective strip. Large 

volume main compartment with drawstring 

closure and inner zip compartment. 

An additional net compartment 

with zipper is located on the 

inside of the lid.

35x 48 x 17cm

1050 g, 26 L

ULTIMA COMPACT ULTIMA COMPACT 

A practical all-rounder that can also be used as a front pannier thanks A practical all-rounder that can also be used as a front pannier thanks 

to its smaller format. Wet clothes are easily stored in an outer com-to its smaller format. Wet clothes are easily stored in an outer com-

partment with net material for air access. Main compartment with roll partment with net material for air access. Main compartment with roll 

closure, central tension belt, side reflectors closure, central tension belt, side reflectors 

and edge guard. 

28 x 40 x15 cm

730g, 17 LWaterproof panniers with with particular-

ly practical features and many toughtful 

details. Unlike most waterproof panniers, 

Ultima models provide facilitate 

excellent organisation. Contents 

are clearly arranged and easy to find.

W A T E R P R O O F

panniers for standard carriers

CLASSIC LOWRIDER 

Same features as the ‚Classic‘ panniers but smaller and without additional 

outer compartment. Inner lid compartment with zipper and small extra 

pouch for rain cover.  Includes Universal rail with adjustable hook position 

for standard carriers Ø 8/10/12mm, 16mm carriers and Kettler bikes. Avai-

lable only in pairs. Can also be used as a small pannier on self-supporting 

carriers or kids‘ bikes.

26 x 36 x13cm

2x750g, 2x15L

CLASSIC 

Large pannier of time-proven design. With handle, integrated rain protec-

tion, and additional outer compartment with refl ector. Inner lid compart-

ment with zipper and small extra pouch for rain cover. High-quality soft 

polyester with waterproof coating. Includes Universal rail with adjustable 

hook position for standard carriers Ø 8/10/12mm, 16mm and Kettler car-

riers. Available in pairs.

40 x 40 x15cm 

2x 900g, 2 x 25L

BACKPACK

Back panniers permitting particularly good access to all compartments 

thanks to 2-way zippers. With top compartment, separate main compart-

ment with side opening, and outer compartments with large safety refl ec-

tors. As in high-quality backpacks, the inner compartment can be divided 

into two sections. Automatically locks onto carriers without the need for 

straps or buckles. Integrated rain cover on the front side is easily detached 

for cleaning and drying. Complete with Comfort Rail and removable hand-

le. Available only in pairs.

40 x 38 x14cm 

2x 900g, 2x 21L 

R&K TIP ! Though our 

Backpacks aren‘t new, they 

remain exceptionally practi-

cal–and thus have come 

along on all our R&K 

bike tours for 15 years! 

More details about Modul-, Universal- and Komfortrail on page 24-25.
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MICRO SHELL 

Solid saddle bag of elegant shape with one main compartment. Compres-

sion-molded neoprene material allows for easy cleaning. Adapter plate 

with additional release button.

10 x 9 x18cm 

100g, 1L

CABLE LOCK HOLDER FOR SADDLE ADAPTER  

Quick release comfort with Mini adapter clamp for all cable locks Ø 6-

10mm. Easy mounting with stainless strap onto any frame, handlebar, 

stem or seat post sized Ø 15-60mm. It is simply fastened on the lock and 

fi ts into the saddle adapter or Mini adapter. 

MICRO 200 EXPANDABLE 

Largest R&K saddlebag with expandable design for more volume (1,5 to 

2,0 L). Wide opening for easy access. Robust polyester with waterproof 

coating. Interior padding, Scotchlite refl ector and lightholder.

12 x 8/16 x 19cm

175g, 1,5 -2 L

MICRO BOTTLEBAG

Saddle bag with special drawstring bottle compartment (e.g. for SIGG 

bottles up to 0.75 L) and additional compartment with zipper for tools 

and spare tube. Main compartment can also hold a light wind-jacket

9 x14 x15cm

100g, 1,5L

MICRO 80/150 PLUS  

Saddle bag with extra compartment for change or key. The main 

compartment has enough space for repair set, battery light, etc. Made of 

high- quality soft polyester and easy-to-clean synthetic material. Available 

in two sizes. 

Micro 80 Plus: 8 x 6 x18cm, 100g, 0,8L

Micro 150 Plus: 9 x 7 x 19 cm, 110g, 1,1L

bags & lock holders for saddle adapter

For mounting on sport saddles.  Compact, inconspicuous ad-

apter shape. Simply slide in the accessory and it will lock into 

the adapter automatically.  Fits all bags in the Micro- and Han-

dy-series. To release, just press the red buttons on both sides.

An additional release button on the bag‘s 

adapter plate gurarantees easy, single-handed access to 

           release the saddle bag. 

MICRO SL

Classic race-bike design, perfect for mini pump, tools, spare tube or fol-

ding cover. Separate side compartment with zipper. Coated polyester ma-

terial. This slim bag can alternatively be mounted on the horizontal part of 

the frame using the Mini adapter. 

7 x10 x 20 cm

120g, 1,2L

MICRO 30/40/100

Saddle bag for all small important things on the road like repair set, spare 

tube, tools etc. Made of soft nylon with Scotchlite refl ector and water-

proof coating. Available in 3 sizes.

Micro 30: 7 x 3,5 x12cm, 70g, 0,2L

Micro 40: 8 x 5 x13cm, 100g, 0,4L

Micro 100: 10 x 7 x15cm, 120g, 0,8L

KLICKfi x TIP !

Accessory includes saddle adapter
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CABLE LOCK HOLDER

Universal fi xture for easy retrofi tting of cable  

locks. The Mini adapter is mounted via the stain-

less strap onto frames, handlebars or seat posts  

Ø 15-60 mm. The associated retrofi t lock holder 

can be attached to cable locks Ø 6 -10 mm. 

BOTTLEKLICK

The popular Bottlefi x now comes with its own 

KLICKfi x quick-release function. In this way a given 

bottle holder can be quickly „clicked“ onto the 

bike and released again within seconds. Can be 

used for all common bottle cages (up to 1kg). 

Mini-adapter included.

FREELINER 

Our map-holder with swivel coupling for quick 

turns from horizontal to vertical position. Per-

fect for all „bikeline“ maps and map formats up 

to 24,5x12,5cm. Sturdy transparent raincover 

protects maps from wind and rain. Can be de-

tached within seconds and fi xed again securely 

with a single „KLICK“. 

24,5 x 12,5 

110 g

U-LOCK HOLDER

The quick-release retrofi t kit for Ø 12mm U-

locks. The coupling can be directly mounted 

on the steel U-frame. Easy mounting with two 

stainless straps which make it suitable even 

for heavy locks (up to 2kg). Fits frames Ø 15-

60mm. The adapter can also be mounted onto 

integrated frame threads for bottle cages using 

countersunk head screws M5 x 25-30mm (not 

included).

mapholder,  lockholder,  holder for bottlecage 

MINIMAP 

Handy map-holder competely made of plexi-

glass, easily mounted onto handlebar or stem 

using the KLICKfi x Mini-adapter. All map sizes 

simply slide in. Can also be used in combination 

with handlebar bags. Two sizes available.

MiniMap I: 9 x15 cm, 90g (photo)

MiniMap II: 12 x 25cm, 150g (without photo)

bags for Miniadapter

HANDY ZIP  

A handy little bag for mobile phones, glasses, 

etc. Main compartment with zipper. Additional 

pocket for key, credit card or change. Available 

in two sizes. It can also be used with the saddle 

adapter.

Zip I: 75g, 0,3 L

6 x 14 x 3,5 cm, 

Zip II: 90g, 0,5L

6 x 17 x 4cm

COMPACT 

For everyone who does not need a large hand-

lebar bag or wishes to combine a compact bag 

with the Sunny map holder. Two main com-

partments with zipper for camera, glasses and 

anything else you need at hand. Especially well- 

suited for mounting on the stem.

11x19 x 9cm

180 g, 2 L

LIGHT BAG MINI

Mini Bag for anything that needs to be within 

quick reach, whether it is your camera, glasses, 

energy bar or water bottle. The soft inner lining 

provides ideal protection for objects with sen-

sitive surfaces, such aluminum bottles. Outer 

mini-compartment with zipper for keys and 

small change. The drawstring can serve to close 

up the main compartment or to hold bottles up the main compartment or to hold bottles 

tightly in place. 

Ø 10cm x15cm

150g, 1L, 

Small, round and multi-functional – the KLICKfi x Mini-adapter. 

You can turn the head part of the adapter in 90° steps, allo-

wing you to attach an accessory from any of four different 

directions. The bags can be fi xed in an upright or horizontal 

position on the frame, handlebar, stem or seat post. 

Easy UNIFIT-mounting with stainless strap on Ø 15 -60 mm.

The Mini adapter and Twin adapter can also  

be screwed directly into integrated frame threads for bottle 

cages (using countersunk head screws M5 x 25-30).

Accessories for Mini adapter are also compatible with the  

KLICKfi x saddle adapter. 

KLICKfi x TIP !

HANDY DURATEX

Mobile phone pouch made of top-quality, du-

rable Duratex fabric for optimal protection of 

sensitive contents. Ideal for mounting on hand-

lebar or stem. Thanks to the 

elastic sides, this model fi ts for

all common mobile phones.

6 x 13 x 2,5cm

55 g, 0,25L

HANDY ZIP XS

A bag for minimalists, fi tting for small compact 

mobile phones. With small, oval adapter plate. 

Main compartment and additional pocket for 

key, credit card or change, both with zipper.  

Can also be used with the saddle adapter. 

6 x12 x 3 cm

50 g, 0,2 L

Accessory includes Mini adapter
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Spokey and Unidisc
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SPOKEY PROFESSIONAL

The double-layered metal insert doubles the surface contact between tool 

and nipple. This allows you to perform a larger number of turns with less 

pressure. Especially well-suited for professional use, high torque, and sen-

sitive aluminum nipples. Double insert grips spoke nipple on all sides and 

prevents damage of nipple edges. 

Spokey 3,25mm red 

Spokey 3,40 mm black

4,5 x 5cm, 12g

UNIDISC 

The fi rst universal chain wheel disc of break-resistant material and modern 

design. New mounting system with glass fi bre reinforced adapter socket 

that can be screwed into crank centre. Fits all cranks with inner thread. 

Disc does not come into contact with chain ring. Fast and easy mounting 

with single central screw. Available in black or transparent material. For 

chain wheels up to 48 sprockets. 

Diameter 21cm, 90g

SPOKEY

The legendary, patented spoke tool, extremely light and robust. The uni-

que design has proven its quality for 25 years among bikers and bike me-

chanics alike. The hardened steel insert is manufactured with the highest 

precision and grips the spoke nipple on all sides. A must-have in any tool-

box, at home and on the road. 

Spokey 3,25mm red 

Spokey 3,40 mm black

4,5 x 4,7cm, 10g

MINIMOUNT 

Retrofi t kit for lightweight accessories like re-

fl ectors, lights etc. The 360° revolving top per-

mits many different mounting positions. Easy 

mounting with stainless steel strap on tubes 

Ø 12- 28mm.

BOTTLEfi x EXTENDED

Retrofi t kit for mounting bottle holder on the 

seatpost. Fits all common seat posts and bottle 

holders. 

permanent mountings

               UNIFIT is a mounting system for bike accessories. It fi ts 

any diameter up to 60mm and ist easily mounted even onto 

oval frames. The stainless steel strap can be cut to the desired 

individual length. 

No risk of scratching even sen-

sitive frame surfaces, thanks 

to rounded strap edges. 

PUMPfi x 

Universal pump holder. All pump sizes can be 

fi xed between Pumpfi x and the frame. Easy 

mounting with stainless steel strap on frames 

sized Ø 15-60mm. Only for 

pumps with indentation 

for pump holders.

BOTTLEfi x

Retrofi t kit for any kind of bottle holder. The 

adapter head revolves in 90° steps and thus per-

mits the fi xation on handlebars, frame or seat 

post. Easy mounting with stainless steel strap on 

Ø 15-60mm. Especially practical on bikes wit-

hout integrated frame threads 

(such as kids‘ bikes).
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Handlebar Adapter *

Contour Adapter *

ContourMax Adapter *

Rackpack Adapter *

Carrier Adapter *

Comfort Rail *

Universal Rail *

Modul Rail 8 -16 *

Saddle Adapter *

Mini Adapter *

Twin Adapter *

Unifi t Montage 

Product with light holder

Product with rain cover

waterproof

KLICKfi x Novelty

ADAPTER DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE COMPATIBLE
WITH

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICSADAPTER DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE COMPATIBLE
WITH

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

IN OUR PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS, THE SYMBOLS INDICATE WHAT IS INCLUDED WITH EACH PRODUCT 
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  S Y S T E M  O V E R V I E W

clamp for oversized handlebars

Distance-Set 5mm 

Distance-Set 43mm 
more space for cables 
adjust the accessory 
angle without 
the need for tools. 

clamp for oversized seatposts 
Ø 32-36mm available

fi ts to the CATCHup
mudguard

clamp for oversized seatposts 
Ø 32-36mm available

CONTOUR MAX ADAPTER fi ts to Contour Max 
Bags with double aluminum bracket 
(not compatible to Contour adapter) 
Clamp for seat posts Ø 25-32mm included. 
max. 3 Kg (p. 20-21)

CONTOUR ADAPTER for Contour Bags with alumi-
num or glassfi bre reinforced bracket, 
not compatible to Contour Max adapter)
comes with two clamps for seat posts Ø 25-28 and 
Ø 28-32mm, 
max. 1,5 Kg (p. 18-19)

Contour Max
Aluminum 

bracket
max. 3 Kg

Contour bracket

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER proven since years, robust, 
glass fi bre reinforced. The patented security cable 
ensures that the adapter remains securely fi xed and 
does not turne downwards. The handlebar adapter 
can support the greatest range of accessories within 
the bicycle market. With or without lock

Accessory for the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter fi ts 
also to the following versions of the handlebar ad-
aptersystem. Simply klick on in seconds. Convenient 
to release by pressing the red button. 
max. 7 Kg (p. 4-14)

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER CADDY for mounting on 
vertical tubes such as stems or seat posts Ø 22-
36mm. Suitable for foldable bikes, scooters, wheel 
chairs, golf caddys etc. Robust body made of fi bre 
glass reinforced polyamide. 
max. 7 Kg (p. 17)

EXTENDER Extender enables you to use all hand-
lebar accessories on seat posts. Fits for bags, back-
packs and baskets. Easy mounting with stainless 
strap for Ø 25-32mm. Ideal on bikes without carrier, 
allowing you to click on bigger bags, backpacks or 
baskets. 
max. 5 Kg (p. 15,17)

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR STEM for mounting 
on long vertical stems Ø 22,2-25,4mm. Favourable 
accessory position with a lower bary centre. This 
mounting position allows the adapter to remain 
independent of the inclination of adjustable stems. 
Available with or without lock, 
max. 5 Kg (p. 16)

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR HEAD TUBE Only for 
bikes with special head tube threads (depth gauge 
16/30mm). The new upturned shape increases the 
distance to the front wheel, that KLICKfi x bags and 
baskets can be mounted even onto small foldable 
bikes. For baskets with adjustable height, Freepack 
Meta, small handlebar bags, max. 5Kg (p. 16)

FRAME BRACKET Intended to be combined with 
the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter. Only for bikes with 
special head tube threads (depth gauge 30mm). 
Choose accessories according to spacial circum-
stances. 
max. 5 Kg (p. 16)

Leaves the handlebar free to carry 
lights, speedometer, etc.

ideal also for scooters, wheelchairs, 
Golfcaddys, etc. 

clamp for oversized seatposts 
Ø 32-36mm available

Leaves the handlebar free to carry 
lights, speedometer, etc.

The bracket can also be turned 
upside down. This permits a se-
cond possible mounting position, 
lower by 70mm.

Leaves the handlebar free to carry 
lights, speedometer, etc.

z.B. Many Dahon bike models 
come prepared with a socket for 
this adapter.

the steering remains completely 
independent of accessory weight.

Baggyplate
on baskets
max. 7 Kg
on bags

max. 2 Kg

plate on 
backpacks

with foldaway
bracket

max. 5 Kg

lightweight
Aluminum 

bracket
max. 2 Kg

stable
Steel bracket

max. 7 Kg

coupling on 
Reisenthel 

Bikebaskets
max. 5 Kg

Lamelloplate
continuously 
adjustable
max. 7 Kg

coupling 
on Sunny

mapholder

Handlebar

Stem (horizontal)

Stem (vertikal)

Head tube mounting 

Saddle 

Seat post

Carrier

Frame

Klickfi x Adapters and Acces-
sories area available for many 
different locations on the bike.  
Some adapter types can be  
mounted at several different 
locations.  

MOUNTING POSITIONS FOR THE KLICKFIX ADAPTER ON THE BIKE

SADDLE ADAPTER This compact adapter fi ts most 
sports saddles. The accessory simply slides in and 
locks automatically into the adapter. Release by 
pressing any of the red buttons. Fits bags in our 
„Micro“ and „Handy“ series, as well as the cable 
lock holder. 
(p. 32-33)

MINI ADAPTER  Small, round and multi-functional 
– the KLICKfi x Mini-adapter. Head part of the ad-
apter can be turned in 90° steps to give access from 
different directions. Fits for Handy, Microbags, ca-
blelocks or mapholders. Easy mounting with stain-
less strap on frame, handlebar, stem or seat post 
Ø 15-60mm. (p. 34-35)

CARRIER ADAPTER can be mounted with two bra-
ckets onto carriers up to 14,5cm in width. All acces-
sories are locked through a central bar, easy to re-
lease by pressing the red button. Fix boxes, baskets 
or topcases (with coupling at the bottom) in the 
middle of the adapter. Bags can be hung into the 
side slits. (p. 24-27)

ATRAN SYSTEMCARRIER with all basic carrier 
functions like e.g. spring-clamp combined with the 
KLICKfi x functions. All accessories for the carrier 
adapter also fi t into the ATRAN carrier. Adjustable 
for frames 24“ to 28“. Additionally bags with Mo-
dul Rail, Universal Rail or Variohook can be used on 
the ATRAN carrier. (p. 24-27)

UNIVERSAL RAIL adjustable rail with fl exible handle 
for all carrier sizes. The UNIVERSAL rail comes with 
adjustable standard hooks that fi t for Ø 8/10/12mm 
and additional 16mm hooks for Kettler bikes. Ad-
justable with different exchangeable hooks and 
reducing pieces. 
max. 10 Kg  (p. 28-31)

MODUL RAIL 8 -16 Professional aluminium rail with 
continuously adjustable locking mechanism for 
Ø 8-16mm. Hang bags onto the carrier and lock 
hooks by pressing them down and forward. Addi-
tionally the hooks can be horizontally positioned.
max. 10 Kg
(p. 28-30)

KOMFORT RAIL classic, time-proven rail with solid, 
removable handle. Continuously adjustable hooks 
and locking mechanism for carriers Ø 8-13mm. 
max 10 Kg
(p. 29, 31)

Alternatively you can mount 
the miniadapter on integrated 
frame threads for bottle 
cages (counter sunk screw 
M5 x25-30mm needed)

Retrofi t Coupling set for boxes 
or topcases. For easy quick re-
lease of accessories in the upper 
part of the carrier adapter

GTA rail: can be mounted ob-
lique to get more legroom

If using the hooks with blue 
catch, you do not need a 
carrier adapter but then 
without the possibility to
combine it with topcases.

GTA hooks: to use pannierbags 
with Universal rail alternatively 
on the KLICKfi x carrier adapter 
(but without the possibility of 
combining with topcase or 
basket)

automatically adjustble for 
different carrier diameters

Comfortable single hand control 
possible thanks to solid handle. 

Accessories for Mini-, belt- 
and saddle-adapters are 
compatible. 

RACKPACK ADAPTER bags with this bottom coup-
ling with strap release perfectly fi t onto rackpacker 
or freerack carriers. Slide bag onto the freerack car-
rier and the bag locks in automatically. Just pull the 
strap for easy release!
(p. 22-23)

TWIN ADAPTER The quick-release retrofi t kit for 
12mm U-locks. The coupling can be directly moun-
ted on the steel U-frame. Easy mounting with two 
stainless straps. Fits frames Ø 15-60mm. 
(short U-lock clamps can also be used on saddle- or 
Miniadapter)
(p. 34)

Bags with Rackpack adapter can 
also be used on the Tubus carri-
ers Cosmo, Locc, and Cargo.

Alternatively you can mount 
the Twin adapter on integrated 
frame threads for bottle 
cages (counter sunk screw 
M5 x25-30mm needed)

Micro plates

Bottleklick

Freeliner

MiniMap

cable clamp

retrofi t
coupling set

wire basket 
coupling

GTA hook
f. Universal rail.

GTA hook 
f. sidebags

clamp for 
U-locks

Freeracks
max. 10 Kg

Rackpacker
max. 25 Kg

for standard 
carriers

Ø 8-12 /16mm

for standard 
carriers

Ø 8-12 /16mm

for standard 
carriers

Ø 8-12 /16mm
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